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P4 Home Learning Grid – 8/6/20 
 

Literacy - Reading Maths and Numeracy 
I have allocated a fun new book to everyone called “Was 

Tutankhamen Killed?” 

 

Activity 

Read the book and write 5 interesting things that you have learned from 

the book.  Share what you have learned with someone to help them learn 

something new too. 

Data Handling 

 

We are going to revise Data Handling this week in our Maths and Numeracy learning.  

This is something we have done in class and can involve Tally Chart, Bar Graphs, Line 

Graphs and many other different kinds of graphs and charts. 

 

Begin with the Wonderful World learn screen.  While we have not covered every single 

chart included in this learn screen I am sure some people will be able to understand 

them quickly! 

 

Tally Charts – Hit a Puck / Tally Marks 

Bar Charts – Summer Fair / Hit a Puck 

 

There are many more games and activities on Education City.  Use the search box to 

find some more if you would like to continue your learning.  

Science Expressive Arts 

Ancient Egyptian hieroglyphics were one of the hardest of 

Egypt’s mysteries for Scientists to uncover!  Use the websites and 

information below to help you learn more about them. 

 

https://www.natgeokids.com/uk/discover/history/egypt/hieroglyphics-

uncovered/ 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yeQ-6eyMQ_o 

Can you create your own picture of Tutankhamen?  Use the video below to 

help you. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=sDUJr_5v3No 
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Can you use the information below to write your own 

hieroglyphs? 

 

From A to Sh, the hieroglyphic symbols are: 

 

 

A an Egyptian vulture 

B a foot 

C a basket with handle 

D a hand 

E a reed 

F a horned viper (an Egyptian snake) 

G a jar-stand 

H a reed shelter 

I a reed 

J a cobra 

K the basket with the handle again (because hard “C” is like 

“K”) 

L a lion 

M an owl 

N a zigzag symbol for water 

O a lasso 

P a square stool 

Q a symbol for the slope of a hill 

R a mouth 

S a piece of linen folded over 

T a bun 

U a quail chick (which stands for the sound “U”) 

V a horned viper 

W a quail chick 

X a basket and folded linen 

Y two reeds 

Z a door bolt 

CH a hobble 

KH a ball of string 

SH the rectangle (which is the symbol for land) 
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